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for In Vivo Imaging of Tau Pathology in Alzheimer’s Disease
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Neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs), neuropil threads, and neuritic elements of senile plaques predominantly comprise hyperphosphorylated
tau protein and represent pathological characteristics of Alzheimer’s disease (AD). These lesions occur before the presentation of clinical
symptoms and correlate with the severity of dementia. In vivo detection of these lesions would thus prove useful for preclinical diagnosis
of AD and for tracking disease progression. The present study introduces three novel compounds, 4-[2-(2-benzoimidazolyl)ethenyl]-
N,N-diethylbenzenamine (BF-126), 2-[(4-methylamino)phenyl]quinoline (BF-158), and 2-(4-aminophenyl)quinoline (BF-170), as can-
didate probes for in vivo imaging of tau pathology in the AD brain. When solutions of these compounds are injected intravenously into
normal mice, these agents exhibit excellent brain uptake and rapid clearance from normal brain tissue. These compounds display
relatively lower binding affinity to �-amyloid fibrils and higher binding affinity to tau fibrils, compared with previously reported probe
BF-168. In neuropathological examination using AD brain sections, BF-126, BF-158, and BF-170 clearly visualize NFTs, neuropil threads,
and paired helical filament-type neuritis. Autoradiography using 11C-labeled BF-158 further demonstrated labeling of NFTs in AD brain
sections. These findings suggest the potential usefulness of quinoline and benzimidazole derivatives for in vivo imaging of tau pathology
in AD.
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Introduction
The deposition of senile plaques (SPs) and neurofibrillary tangles
(NFTs) represents a pathological hallmark of Alzheimer’s disease
(AD). Definitive diagnosis of AD relies on the postmortem as-
sessment of these pathological changes. SPs are extracellular de-
posits containing �-amyloid (A�) peptide cleaved from a longer
amyloid precursor protein to produce a 40 – 43 aa peptide. NFTs
comprise bundles of paired helical filaments (PHFs) that result
from the abnormal aggregation of tau protein (Lee et al., 1991).
PHFs accumulate in the neuronal cytoplasm and form NFT with
age. Initial lesions of NFTs occur in the transentorhinal cortex,
followed by involvement of the entorhinal cortex and hippocam-
pus, progressing to the neocortex (Braak and Braak, 1991). Se-
verity of neurofibrillary pathology correlates with severity of cog-
nitive impairment (Dickson, 1997). However, these pathological
changes can be observed in elderly individuals with normal cog-
nition. The pathological process of AD must therefore begin be-

fore the presentation of the clinical symptoms of dementia (Price
and Morris, 1999). Recent drug development has been aimed at
preventing the accumulation of SPs and NFTs in presymptomatic
AD patients. The ability to measure levels of these lesions in the
living human brain is thus desirable for presymptomatic diagno-
sis of AD.

Many attempts have been made to visualize AD-specific
pathological changes in the living brain (Nordberg, 2004). Cur-
rently, the most practical methods for this purpose are to mea-
sure the distribution of intravenously administered radiotracers
that selectively bind to SPs or NFTs using positron emission to-
mography (PET) or single photon emission computed tomogra-
phy. Such radiotracers require sufficient permeability to the
blood– brain barrier (BBB). Several researchers have focused on
developing lipophilic radiotracers for imaging AD-specific pa-
thology (Shoghi-Jadid et al., 2002; Klunk et al., 2004; Kung et al.,
2004; Mathis et al., 2004; Okamura et al., 2004a). To obtain a
better understanding of the pathophysiology of AD, individual
evaluation of the distributions of A� pathology and tau pathol-
ogy is desirable. However, no surrogate markers exist that allow
evaluation of the severity of neurofibrillary pathology in AD
brains, because of the difficulty in developing an NFT-specific
imaging probe (Small et al., 2002).

We screened �2000 small molecules to develop novel agents
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for use in PET with a high affinity for SPs and NFTs. This process
has identified novel quinoline and benzimidazole derivatives
with a preference to bind NFTs rather than SPs and readily cross
the BBB. The present study evaluated whether these compounds
may offer a good indicator of tau pathology in AD patients.

Materials and Methods
Preparation of BF compounds. Three novel compounds, 4-[2-(2-
benzoimidazolyl)ethenyl]-N,N-diethylbenzenamine p-toluenesulfonate
(BF-126), 2-[(4-methylamino)phenyl]quinoline (BF-158), and 2-(4-
aminophenyl)quinoline (BF-170), were originally designed by us and cus-
tom-synthesized by Tanabe R&D Service (Osaka, Japan) (see Fig. 1A).
[11C]BF-158 was synthesized from N-Boc-protected BF-170 and [11C]m-
ethyl triflate (see Fig. 1B). Briefly, to a solution of N-Boc-protected BF-170
and NaH in dry acetone was bubbled thorough [11C]methyl triflate at room
temperature, followed by heating at 80°C for 1 min. The reaction was then
acidified with a dioxane solution of hydrochloric acids and heated for an
additional 5 min. After neutralizing the reaction with sodium phosphate
buffer, the crude mixture was purified with semipreparative reverse-phase
HPLC to give [11C]BF-158 with a radiochemical purity of �95% and a
specific activity of 11–15 GBq/�mol at the end of synthesis. Isolated
[11C]BF-158 was solubilized into 40% ethanol solution for in vitro autora-
diography of AD brain sections and saline with polysorbate 80 for in vivo
brain-uptake study using normal mice.

Biodistribution of BF compounds in normal mice. Brain uptake after
intravenous injection of BF-126 and BF-170 in mice was analyzed using
HPLC with a fluorescence detector, as described previously (Okamura et
al., 2004b). Briefly, each compound (1 mg/kg), dissolved in diluted HCl,
was administered into the tail vein of male Institute of Cancer Research
(ICR) mice (7 weeks of age; body weight, 30 – 40 g; n � 3). At 2 and 30
min after the injection of compounds, the brain was removed. Brain
homogenates were centrifuged at 14,000 rpm for 10 min, and the super-
natant was used for extraction. The mobile phase was 20 mM phosphate
buffer, pH 6.5, and acetonitrile at a ratio of 2:3 for BF-126 and 1:1 for
BF-170, at a flow rate of 1 ml/min. An FS-8020 fluorescence detector
(Tosoh, Tokyo, Japan) was operated at excitation/emission wavelengths
of 420/525 nm for BF-126 and 280/500 nm for BF-170. Brain uptake of
BF-158 was measured using 11C-labeled compound. [ 11C]BF-158 (2.6 –
3.3 MBq) was administered into the tail vein of ICR mice (n � 12; male;
average weight, 24 g). The mice were then killed by decapitation at 2, 10,
30, and 60 min after injection. The brains were removed and weighted,
and the radioactivity was counted with an automatic �-counter (Wizard
1480; PerkinElmer Wallac, Turku, Finland). The percentage injected
dose per gram (%ID/g) was calculated by comparison of tissue count to
tissue weight. Each %ID/g value is an average � SEM of three separate
experiments.

In vitro binding assays. The dissociation constant (Kd) and maximum
specific binding of BF-180 were determined as described previously
(Okamura et al., 2004a). For inhibition studies, binding studies were
performed using aggregates of synthetic A�1– 42 (Peptide Institute,
Osaka, Japan). A mixture containing 50 �l of BF-126, BF-158, and BF-
170, 50 �l of 0.05 nM [ 125I]BF-180, 100 �l of 100 nM A�1– 42, and 800 �l
of 8% ethanol was incubated at room temperature for 4 h. The mixture
was then filtered, and filters containing bound 125I ligand were counted
using the �-counter. Values for half-maximal inhibitory concentration
(IC50) were determined from displacement curves of three independent
experiments using GraphPad Prism software (GraphPad Software, San
Diego, CA), and those for the inhibition constant (Ki) were determined
using the Cheng–Prusoff equation.

In addition, fluorescence assay of the compounds with A�1– 42 and
tau fibrils was performed. The 412 aa isoform of human tau was ex-
pressed from cDNA clone htau46 in Escherichia coli and purified as de-
scribed previously (Hasegawa et al., 1998). A�1– 42 (0.2 mg/ml; Peptide
Institute) in 50 mM potassium phosphate buffer, pH 7.4, was incubated at
37°C for 72 h with gentle shaking. Tau protein (1 mg/ml) was incubated
in the presence of 0.1 mg/ml heparin for 72 h with continuous shaking.
Fluorescence spectra of a mixture of the same amount of 0.2 mg/ml
A�1– 42 or 0.1 mg/ml tau and 10, 3, 1, 0.3, 0.1, 0.03, and 0.01 �M con-

centrations of each compound were measured using a microplate spec-
trofluorometer (Gemini XS; Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA). Opti-
mal excitation wavelength for the mixture of four BF compounds and
A�1– 42 or tau fibrils were determined. Then, EC50 values (effective con-
centrations to achieve 50% maximal fluorescence intensity at optimal
excitation wavelength) were calculated using GraphPad Prism. All mea-
surements were performed in duplicate.

Measurement of octanol/water partition coefficients. 1-Octanol (Wako
Pure Chemicals, Osaka, Japan) and PBS was saturated with PBS and
1-octanol before use, respectively. Test compounds were dissolved in
1-octanol and shaken with equal amounts of PBS for 30 min at room
temperature. After centrifugation at 2000 per min for 15 min, the absor-
bency of 1-octanol layer was measured at the peak wavelength of the
absorbance spectrum of each compound using a microplate reader (Mo-
lecular Devices Spectra Max 190). The octanol/water partition coeffi-
cients were determined by comparing the absorbency with that before
shaking with PBS. Each data point was performed in duplicate.

Neuropathological staining. Stainability of tested compounds were ex-
amined using postmortem brain tissues from cases of autopsy-confirmed
AD (78-year-old woman), Pick’s disease (75-year-old woman), and pro-
gressive supranuclear palsy (PSP) (78-year-old man). Brain sections were
obtained from Fukushimura Hospital. Experiments were performed in
accordance with the regulations of the ethics committee of the BF Re-
search Institute. Serial sections (6 �m thick) from paraffin-embedded
blocks of hippocampus were used for staining. After deparaffinization,
quenching of autofluorescence was performed as described previously
(Okamura et al., 2004a). Quenched tissue sections were immersed in 100
�M compound or 0.125% thioflavin-S solution containing 50% ethanol
for 10 min. Finally, sections were dipped briefly into water, rinsed in PBS
for 60 min, coverslipped with FluorSave Reagent (Calbiochem, Darm-
stadt, Germany), and examined using a Nikon (Tokyo, Japan) Eclipse
microscope equipped with a violet filter (excitation, 380 – 420 nm; di-
chroic mirror, 430 nm; barrier filter, 450 nm) and a blue filter (excitation,
450 – 490 nm; dichroic mirror, 505 nm; barrier filter, 520 nm). For the
comparison of stainability between BF compounds and thioflavin-S, a
blue–violet filter (excitation, 400 – 440 nm; dichroic mirror, 455 nm;
long-pass filter, 470 nm) was used. Staining was also performed in AD
brain sections pretreated with 90% formic acid for 5 min. Sections
stained with BF compounds were subsequently immunostained with
AT8 anti-tau antibody (diluted 1:20; Innogenetics, Ghent, Belgium) to
detect tau pathology. An adjacent section was also immunostained with
6F/3D anti-A� antibody (diluted 1:50; Dako, High Wycombe, UK). Sec-
tions were placed in blocking buffer for 30 min and then incubated at 4°C
with primary antibodies for 18 h (AT8) or 1 h (6F/3D). After washing,
sections were incubated with biotinylated anti-mouse IgG (Wako Pure
Chemicals, Tokyo, Japan) for 60 min, followed by Texas Red-conjugated
avidin (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA) for 60 min. After cover-
slipping, sections were examined using a Nikon Eclipse microscope with
a green filter set (excitation, 510 –560 nm; dichroic mirror, 575 nm;
barrier filter, 590 nm).

In vitro autoradiography. A 6-�m-thick section from paraffin-
embedded blocks of hippocampus was used for autoradiographic study.
After deparaffinization, the section was labeled using 4.7 MBq/ml of
[ 11C]BF-158 at room temperature for 10 min, and then washed briefly
with H2O and 50% ethanol. After drying, the labeled section was exposed
to a BAS-III imaging plate (Fujifilm, Tokyo, Japan) for 1 h. Autoradio-
graphic images were obtained using a BAS-5000 phosphorimaging in-
strument (Fujifilm). Adjacent brain sections were immunostained with
anti-tau antibody (AT8) and anti-A� antibody (6F/3D), as described
previously (Okamura et al., 2004a).

Results
We investigated whether tested compounds would enter the
brain in amounts sufficient for in vivo brain imaging using PET
(Table 1, Fig. 1C). The octanol/water partition coefficients of
BF-126, BF-158, BF-168, and BF-170 were 12.5, 47.4, 62.6, and
70.3, respectively. These values indicate that these compounds
were highly lipophilic. High uptake of these compounds was ap-
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parent in the brain after intravenous administration of each com-
pound, with 7.2%ID/g for BF-126 and 9.1%ID/g for BF-170 at 2
min. These values were higher than those reported previously for
compound BF-168 (Okamura et al., 2004a). In addition, brain
uptake at 30 min after injection was 0.16%ID/g for BF-126 and
0.25%ID/g for BF-170. Brain uptake of BF-158 was measured
using 11C-labeled compound. Brain uptake at 2, 10, 30, and 60
min after intravenous injection of [ 11C]BF-158 was 11.3 � 0.81,
5.0 � 0.31, 3.1 � 0.61, and 2.1 � 0.097%ID/g, respectively (Fig.
1C). In vitro binding of tested compounds to A� was examined
using synthetic A� fibrils. In competitive binding assays with
125I-labeled styrylbenzoxazole compound BF-180, BF-126 dis-
played high binding affinity to A�1– 42 fibrils, comparable with
BF-168. In contrast, Ki for BF-158 and BF-170 was �5000 nM,
suggesting a difference in binding sites between quinoline deriv-
atives and benzoxazole derivatives (Table 1). In the fluorescence
binding assay of the mixture of tested compounds and A�1– 42

fibrils, EC50 value was lowest in BF-168,
suggesting higher affinity to A� compared
with the other agents. In contrast, in the
assay of the mixture of compounds with
tau fibrils, EC50 values of BF-170, BF-158,
and BF-126 was lower than that of BF-168,
suggesting relatively higher binding affin-
ity to tau fibrils.

Subsequently, neuropathological stain-
ing was performed using AD brain sam-
ples to examine the in vitro binding char-
acteristics of tested compounds for AD
pathology. BF-126, BF-158, and BF-170

clearly stained NFTs and neuropil threads in the hippocampal
section of AD brain (Fig. 2A–C). In the comparison with tau
immunostaining in the same sections, binding of these com-
pounds with tau pathology was confirmed. In contrast, SPs were
faintly stained with BF-126, BF-158, and BF-170, as opposed to
clear staining of SPs with thioflavin-S (Fig. 2A–C). We further
investigated the stainability of neuritic changes using these com-
pounds and BF-168. BF-168 clearly visualized both the central
core and peripheral zone of core plaques under violet and blue
filters (Fig. 2D). The staining pattern for BF-168 did not coincide
with that for tau immunostaining in the same section but closely
resembled A� immunostaining in the adjacent section (Fig. 2D).
In contrast, BF-126, BF-158, and BF-170 predominantly stained
neuritic elements under a blue filter and coincided well with tau
immunostaining (Fig. 2E–G). Under a violet filter, the central
core and peripheral halo were barely visible. These findings sug-
gest that BF-126, BF-158, and BF-170 prefer to bind to PHF-type
neurites rather than A� fibrils. Pretreatment with formic acid
eliminated the staining of NFTs with BF-170 (Fig. 2H, I), BF-158,
and BF-126 (data not shown), suggesting that both compounds
recognize the �-sheet structure of NFTs rather than monomeric
tau protein. To investigate whether these compounds detect neu-
ropathological lesions in non-AD tauopathy, staining was per-
formed in brain sections from Pick’s disease and PSP patients. As
a result, BF-126, BF-170, and BF-158 (data not shown) were un-
able to identify Pick bodies (Fig. 2 J), globose tangles (Fig. 2K),
and glial pathology in PSP brain (data not shown).

Finally, in vitro autoradiography using [ 11C]BF-158 was per-
formed in AD brain section. Accumulation of tracer was ob-
served primarily in the gray matter region of the brain. The dis-
tribution of labeling with [ 11C]BF-158 correlated well with tau
immunostaining in the adjacent section (Fig. 3A,B). In particu-
lar, high levels of tracer accumulation were observed in NFT-rich
brain regions (Fig. 3D,E, arrows). This finding indicates the
binding of [ 11C]BF-158 for NFTs in the AD brain.

Discussion
Although the present research did not confirm whether the stud-
ied compounds can visualize tau pathology in the living brain, the
results strongly suggest that quinoline and benzimidazole deriv-
atives represent potential candidates for an in vivo tau-imaging
agent in AD patients. Requirements for the ideal tau-imaging
probe include the following: (1) high BBB and cell membrane
permeability; (2) rapid clearance from normal brain tissue; (3)
high affinity for NFTs, neuropil threads, and PHF-type neurites;
and (4) low nonspecific binding. Our results indicate that BF-
126, BF-158, and BF-170 display sufficient BBB permeability for
use as PET imaging tracers. Permeability of the neuronal mem-
brane represents another important factor for in vivo imaging of
intracellular tau aggregates (Small et al., 2002). High lipophilicity

Table 1. Octanol/water partition coefficients, brain uptakes at 2 and 30 min after injection in normal mice, Ki

values for A� 1– 42 fibrils, EC50 values for A� 1– 42, and tau fibrils from fluorescence assay of the compounds

Octanol/water
partition
coefficient

Brain uptakes (%ID/g)
Ki values
for A� fibrils
(nM)

Fluorescence assay

EC50 for �
fibrils (nM)2 min 30 min

Ec50 for A� fibrils
(nM)

BF-126 12.5 7.2 � 0.49 0.16 � 0.030 1.2 � 0.68 1280 � 1.64 583 � 2.07
BF-158 47.4 11.3 � 0.81 3.1 � 0.61 �5000 659 � 2.04 399 � 2.41
BF-170 70.3 9.1 � 1.2 0.25 � 0.027 �5000 786 � 1.79 221 � 2.31
BF-168 62.6 3.9 � 0.22a 1.6 � 0.0071a 6.4 � 1.0a 346 � 2.21 1010 � 1.72

Brain uptake and EC50 values are shown as the mean � SEM. Ki values for A� fibrils are shown as the mean � SD.
aFrom Okamura et al., 2004a.

Figure 1. A, Chemical structures of BF-126, BF-158, BF-168, BF-170, and [ 125I]BF-180. B,
Radiolabeling of BF-158. C, The %ID/g obtained in the brains of mice after intravenous admin-
istration of [ 11C]BF-158.
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of these compounds has the advantage in this factor. In vivo im-
aging using a tangle-laden mouse model that accurately reflects
AD pathology will elucidate this issue. Furthermore, three tested
compounds demonstrated fast clearance from normal brain tis-
sue. This property will contribute to improving the sensitivity of
detecting NFT accumulation by minimizing residual background
levels of tracer.

The most intriguing point of this study was that BF-126, BF-
158, and BF-170 have a preference for tau pathology in AD brain.
Results from fluorescence binding assay suggest relatively higher
binding affinity to tau fibrils of these three compounds. These
compounds also show excellent stainability for tau pathology and
little background fluorescence in AD brain. An autoradiographic
study using [ 11C]BF-158 confirmed the accumulation of this
tracer in tangle-rich brain regions, emphasizing the binding pref-
erence of these compounds to tau pathology in AD brains. How-
ever, fluorescence assay data show the binding ability of these
agents to A� fibrils. In neuropathological staining, these agents
faintly stained amyloid plaques. Thus, these compounds are not
completely specific to tau pathology. Nevertheless, our data sug-
gest that these three agents have relatively higher binding affinity
to tau pathology rather than to A� pathology in AD brain.

Previous neuropathological research suggests that the deposi-
tion of NFTs occurs before the presentation of clinical symptom
in AD. Even in the very early stages of AD, patients display con-
siderable numbers of NFTs in the entorhinal cortex and hip-
pocampus, sufficient for the neuropathological diagnosis of AD.
Thus, in vivo imaging of NFTs in conjunction with imaging SPs

could prove useful for the early and accu-
rate diagnosis of AD. Quantitative evalua-
tion of tau pathology could also be helpful
for tracking severity of dementia, because
the formation of neuritic pathology corre-
lates well with clinical severity of dementia
(Dickson, 1997). NFT deposition in the
entorhinal cortex is closely associated with
neuronal loss in very early AD patients
(Gomez-Isla et al., 1996). Prevention of
NFT formation is thus an important target
of anti-dementia drugs. If novel treat-
ments that prevent the pathological for-
mation of neurofibrillary pathology could
be turned into clinical applications, this
imaging technique would be applicable for
the evaluation of treatment efficacy.

The general mechanism of abnormal
protein aggregation leading to disease is
�-sheet formation. AD is accompanied by
the formation of two distinct �-sheet ag-

gregates, A� fibrils and PHFs. As is the case
with previously reported imaging agents,
BF-126, BF-158, and BF-170 recognize
�-pleated sheet structure, because staining

in AD brain sections was disturbed by pretreatment with formic
acid (Kitamoto et al., 1987). Our results suggest that tested com-
pounds display relatively higher binding affinities to PHFs than
to A� fibrils. Previous reports describe 2-(1-{6-[(2-fluoro-
ethyl)(methyl)amino]-2-naphthyl}ethylidene)malononitrile
(FDDNP) as a candidate of tau imaging agent (Agdeppa et al.,
2001). This compound is a highly lipophilic agent and specifically
labels NFTs as well as SPs in AD brain sections. [ 18F]FDDNP, the
first PET probe to see clinical use for AD patients, reportedly
detects the combined signals of SPs and NFTs (Shoghi-Jadid et
al., 2002). FDDNP shows high binding affinity to A� fibrils; how-
ever, binding affinity to tau fibrils is unknown. Pittsburgh com-
pound B, another promising PET probe, preferentially detects
the accumulation of SPs rather than NFTs (Klunk et al., 2003).
BF-145 and TZDM (2-[4�-(dimethylamino)phenyl]-6-iodoben-
zothiazole) also reportedly preferentially recognize SPs (Kung et
al., 2003; Okamura et al., 2004b). Why these �-sheet binding
agents show such a variety of binding characteristics with SPs and
NFTs is not well understood. The diameter of a PHF is 18 –20 nm
at the widest portion and 8 –10 nm at the narrowest portion
(Wisniewski et al., 1984), whereas A� fibrils are 7–12 nm in di-
ameter (Sunde et al., 1997). Although the nature of PHF structure
remains contentious, both structures share a common pattern,
with 4.76 Å meridional spacing and 10.6 Å equatorial spacing,
characteristic of a cross-� structure (Berriman et al., 2003; Barg-
horn et al., 2004). A recent study indicated the presence of mul-
tiple ligand-binding sites on A� fibrils (Lockhart et al., 2005). If

4

Figure 2. A–J, Neuropathological staining of brain sections from cases of AD (A–I ), Pick’s disease (J ), and progressive supranuclear palsy (K ). BF-126 (A), BF-158 (B), and BF-170 (C) clearly
stained neurofibrillary tangles and neuropil threads. These stainings were consistent with tau immunostaining. In contrast, these compounds faintly stained amyloid plaques, which were clearly
stained with thioflavin-S (TFS) in adjacent sections. D–G, Double staining with BF compounds and anti-tau antibody was performed in hippocampal brain sections. D, Cored plaque is clearly
visualized by BF-168 using violet and blue filters. A merged image of BF-168 fluorescence using a blue filter and tau immunostaining (green) indicates that BF-168 does not recognize PHF-type
neurites. The image of A� immunostaining in an adjacent section closely resembles BF-168 staining. BF-126 (E), BF-158 (F ), and BF-170 (G) faintly stain the core and halo of amyloid plaque using
a violet filter. However, images using a blue filter closely resemble tau immunostaining. E–I, A merged image indicates that these three compounds preferentially bind to PHF-type neurites (E–G).
BF-170 (H ), BF-158, and BF-126 (data not shown) did not stain any pathological structures in the section pretreated with formic acid, in contrast to the clear visualization of NFTs in non-pretreated
brain sections (I ). J, K, Staining of Pick bodies and globose tangles were compared with tau immunostaining in brain sections from cases of Pick’s disease (J ) and progressive supranuclear palsy (K ).
Neither Pick bodies (G; green) nor globose tangles (H; green) are detected in brain sections treated with BF-126 and BF-170. Scale bars: A–C, 25 �m; D–G, 50 �m; H–I, 400 �m; J–K, 100 �m

Figure 3. A–C, Autoradiography of AD hippocampal brain section using [ 11C]BF-158 (B) and immunostaining by anti-tau (A)
and anti-A� (C) antibodies in adjacent sections. D–F, Close-up images of A, B, and C, respectively. D, E, Accumulation of
[ 11C]BF-158 (E, arrows) correlates well with tau immunostaining (D).
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PHF also includes multiple binding sites for �-sheet binding
agents, this factor will contribute to the difference in ligand-
binding affinity to SPs and NFTs. The manner of binding be-
tween �-sheet binding agents and both NFTs and SPs is not well
clarified. However, differences in conformation between SPs
and NFTs and differences in ligand-binding sites may result in
the diversity of binding properties in these compounds to SPs
and NFTs.

Tau lesions are not only the hallmark of AD but are also char-
acteristic of non-AD tauopathy such as PiD and PSP (Goedert,
2004). However, tested compounds did not show any significant
binding to pathological lesions in these diseases, implying that
both compounds are highly specific to PHFs in AD. Accordingly,
these probes are potentially useful for differentiating between AD
and other neurodegenerative disorders. For future clinical appli-
cations, optimization of the compounds is necessary to
assure compound safety, facilitate radiolabeling, and reduce non-
specific binding. We are currently investigating the in vivo bind-
ing characteristics of these optimized probes.
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